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Abstract 8 

Exotic livestock disease outbreaks have the capacity to significantly impact individual livestock 9 

keepers, as well as devastate an entire industry sector. However, there has been limited 10 

research undertaken to understand how farmers think about and carry out exotic disease 11 

control practices within the social sciences. Drawing on aspects of Social Identity Theory and 12 

Self-Catego isatio  Theo , this pape  e plo es ho  the good fa e  ide tit  concept 13 

i flue es fa e s  e oti  li esto k disease o t ol p actices. Using findings from an in-depth, 14 

large-scale qualitative study with animal keepers and veterinarians, the paper identifies three 15 

context specific and at ti es o fli ti g good fa e  ide tities. Additio all , a defe si e 16 

component is noted whereb  fa e s suggest a  i a ilit  to a  out thei  ole as a good 17 

fa e  due to go e e t faili gs, poo  p a ti e u de take   ad fa e s , as ell as the 18 

uncontrollable nature of exotic disease.  19 

Key words 20 

Good farmer, exotic livestock disease, social identity theory, biosecurity.   21 
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Introduction 23 

The management of livestock disease is an essential aspect of good animal husbandry and 24 

livestock production. Animal keepers routinely deal with endemic diseases through both 25 

proactive and reactive control measures, including, for example, the implementation of animal 26 

health plans, vaccination programmes and the treatment of illness with antibiotics. However, 27 

the management of exotic livestock diseases is less routine, despite recent outbreaks of exotic 28 

diseases in England, including Swine Fever (2000), Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD) (2001 and 29 

2007), Bluetongue (2007) and Avian Influenza (most recently in 2015). Additionally, a warming 30 

climate is increasing the risk of the introduction of other exotic diseases such as African Horse 31 

Sickness (MacLachlan and Guthrie 2010).  In order to manage and prevent exotic livestock 32 

diseases, animal keepers are expected to carry out regular stock surveillance and implement a 33 

range of biosecurity measures such as limiting and controlling farm visitors; cleaning and 34 

disinfecting clothing, vehicles and buildings; and careful stock sourcing and isolation 35 

procedures. Animal keepers are also expected to report any suspicion of exotic livestock 36 

diseases promptly.  37 

Exotic livestock diseases pose significant risks to the livestock industry and can be a significant 38 

cost burden to the taxpayer in compensation paid to farmers. For example, £1.3 billion was 39 

paid in compensation for animals that were slaughtered during the 2001 FMD outbreak 40 

(Bourne 2002) and farmers faced an estimated £84 million in additional losses associated with 41 

other costs such as the restocking of livestock and wages (Sharpley and Craven 2001).  Despite 42 

this significant cost burden, there has been limited research undertaken into how animal 43 

keepers think about and manage exotic disease risk. Nonetheless, a number of useful studies 44 

have explored the ways in which farmers understand issues around (mainly endemic) livestock 45 

disease management, including biosecurity. For example, Enticott et al. (2012) distinguish 46 

between lo alised  and population  strategies to encourage farmer uptake of biosecurity 47 
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practices, concluding that interventions which draw on locally situated practices and 48 

knowledges of disease are more likely to have a positive impact on biosecurity behaviour. 49 

Studies have also sought to explore the nature of animal disease governance, within an 50 

increasingly neoliberal political environment. For example, Hinchcliffe and Ward (2014) note 51 

the importance of situated knowledge practices rather than the promotion of a uniform 52 

approach in encouraging the uptake of biosecurity. Hinchcliffe and Ward (2014) suggest that 53 

fa e s  u de sta di gs of iose u it  o  hat the  la el aki g life safe  a e o ple  a d 54 

may be threatened by conventional messaging from government which can often over-simplify 55 

the skilled, situated practices that farmers must adopt to remain free of disease. At a time 56 

when farmers are being encouraged to take a more active role in disease management 57 

th ough the politi al f a e o k of ost a d espo si ilit  sha i g  (Garforth et al. 2013, Maye 58 

et al. 2014), u de sta di g fa e s  iose u it  eha iou  a d the fa to s hi h a e i flue tial 59 

is essential.  60 

This pape  d a s o  fi di gs f o  a la ge ualitati e stud  hi h e plo ed a i al keepe s  61 

exotic disease control practices. The study included interviews with animal keepers who had 62 

direct experience of exotic disease and also asked animal keepers with no direct experience to 63 

consider their potential reactions to a range of exotic disease scenarios.  The paper builds on 64 

existing research in two main ways. Firstly, it addresses the under-researched area of exotic 65 

livestock disease management which has been somewhat neglected by the social sciences. 66 

Secondly, in conceptual terms, it draws on the notion of the good fa e  to e plai  ho  67 

farmer identities are likely to influence their livestock disease management behaviour. This 68 

furthers work by Silvasti (2003), Burton (2004),  Sutherland and Burton (2011) and others who 69 

explore the role of farmer identity within the context of the adoption of new practices which 70 

a  o t a e e fa e s  u de sta di g of hat ei g a good fa e  o stitutes. This 71 

conceptual framework is applied in this paper to the context of exotic disease management, 72 

which has not been done previously.  73 
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The good far er  74 

‘esea he s ha e e plo ed the o ept of the good fa e  to u de sta d fa e  attitudes 75 

and behaviour. The concept has been mostly applied to u de sta d fa e s  o se atio ist 76 

versus productionist identities (Silvasti 2003, Burton 2004, McGuire et al. 2013). For example, 77 

Burton (2004) suggests that farmers may be reluctant to take up particular schemes (e.g. the 78 

Community Forest scheme) or change their practices in any way that may undermine their 79 

p i a  ide tit  as p odu e s of the atio s food. I  sho t, studies a ou d fa e  ide tities 80 

often conclude that farmers want to farm, potentially limiting efforts to influence uptake of 81 

particular behaviours which may be considered to be at the side-lines of productive farming 82 

(Allison 1996, Burgess et al. 2000).  83 

I di iduals  alues ha e ee  fou d to i flue e hat a  a i al keepe  o side s to e good  84 

o  ad  p a ti e. Ti d “o e se  et al (2001) suggest that a farmer is faced by a wide variety of 85 

concerns which are likely to shape their values. For example, a farmer must consider issues of 86 

animal welfare, productivity, food safety, and impact on the environment. Certain issues are 87 

likely to conflict with others. Tind Sorensen (2001) points out that the goal of providing high 88 

welfare space for livestock may come into conflict with the goal of reaching a particular profit 89 

margin. Such a system may also conflict with some aspects of disease control which can be 90 

more manageable in intensive systems which offer less space to each animal. Te Velde et al. 91 

(2002) identify a range of values held by keepers relating to animal welfare that shape 92 

i di idual s u de sta di g of hat o stitutes ei g a good fa e  in relation to managing 93 

their livestock. These values include the following: animals should be treated well; they should 94 

be provided food, drink and shelter; they should be kept under hygienic conditions; and they 95 

should not be treated roughly. The authors also found that farmers often distanced 96 

themselves from examples of poor practice, disassociating themselves from what they 97 

conside ed to e pa ti ula l  ad  p odu tio  s ste s o  animal welfare approaches.  98 
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A  a i al keepe s alues a e also likel  to i flue e hat the  o side  to e thei  o  ole 99 

in managing exotic disease risk. In a study conducted by Garforth et al. (2013), a distinction 100 

was made by animal keepers between the management of endemic and exotic diseases. Due 101 

to the strategic nature of exotic disease management and the public goods associated with 102 

control (e.g. sustainable and safe food supply), animal keepers were more likely to designate 103 

responsibility for the exotic disease control to the government, while endemic disease control 104 

was more often considered to be a shared responsibility. In relation to perceptions of 105 

responsibility, Huddy (2001) suggests that although government and the public may expect all 106 

animal keepers to maintain a certain level of biosecurity implementation, the norms of the 107 

groups in which the keeper are positioned is likely to have a far greater influence. Therefore, if 108 

the shared values held by the group suggest that responsibility for exotic disease control lies 109 

with the government, messages from the government encouraging individual action may have 110 

limited influence on behaviour. Studies exploring the uptake of biosecurity measures (to 111 

address both endemic and exotic diseases), have shown that feelings of responsibility have a 112 

strong influence on biosecurity implementation. For example, where farmers consider the 113 

spread of a particular disease to be the fault of the government, reluctance to implement 114 

disease control measures at the micro level have been found to be high (Gunn et al. 2008, 115 

Maye, et al. 2014).   116 

The literature suggests that individual and collective identities, together with the associated 117 

alues a d o s, ha e a  i po ta t i flue e o  a i al keepe s  attitudes a d eha iou . 118 

This pape  d a s o  the o ept of the good fa e  to e plo e the ole of ide tit  ithi  the 119 

context of exotic livestock disease control.  From a theoretical perspective, Social Identity 120 

Theory (SIT) and Self-Catego isatio  Theo  a e used to fu the  e plo e good fa e  ide tit . 121 

These theoretical approaches are outlined in the following section.  122 

Social Identity Theory (SIT) 123 
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During the 1970s and 1980s, SIT was developed by Taifel and Turner (Taifel 1970, Tajfel and 124 

Turner 1979) to help understand intergroup behaviour. SIT addresses a limitation of the 125 

Theory of Planned Behaviour which, despite having gained popular appeal in understanding 126 

and interpreting individuals  behaviour, has been critiqued for being too focussed on 127 

individuals, thereby neglecting the wider contexts in which attitudes are formed and behaviour 128 

expressed. SIT suggests that a  i di idual s self-identity is influenced by their status within 129 

society, which in turn is strongly shaped by their social categorisation. SIT is therefore 130 

furthered by Self-Categorisation Theory, which describes the circumstances under which an 131 

individual will perceive groups of people, including themselves, as belonging to particular 132 

social groups. Within the context of this study, such categorisations may include, for example, 133 

o e ial  o  ho  keepe s, attle  o  poult  keepe s, i te si e  o  e te si e  fa e s, 134 

good  o  ad  fa e s.   135 

A number of attempts have been made to integrate SIT into the Theory of Planned Behaviour 136 

(see, for example, Rise and Sheeran 2010, Fielding et al. 2011). In so doing, the link between 137 

self-identity and behavioural norms has been emphasised. Fielding et al (2011) argue that the 138 

norms of a particular group with which an individual identifies are likely to have a far greater 139 

influence on behaviour than the expectations of others outside of the group. Empirical 140 

evidence from other studies support this theory, including, for example, work on household 141 

recycling and fitness behaviours (Terry and Hogg 1996, Terry et al. 1999).  142 

The different roles and positions that an individual occupies help to form their personal 143 

identity. However, each individual shares these identities with others. For example, an 144 

individual is not the only cattle farmer, or the only small scale poultry keeper. Instead, these 145 

personal identities are shared, making them also collective identities. The interaction between 146 

personal and collective identities becomes salient when considering collective action, social 147 

norms or feelings of responsibility to others with which an individual may identify. Fielding et 148 
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al (2011) point out that for the majority of the time, collective identities will remain latent. 149 

However, changes in contextual circumstances may bring collective identities to the fore. For 150 

example, a disease outbreak may lead individuals to more strongly demonstrate their 151 

collective as well as individual identities. Where an animal keeper may suspect disease on their 152 

fa , thei  i di idual ide tit  as a good fa e  as ell as thei  olle ti e ide tit  as a attle 153 

fa e , and the associated group norms and feelings of responsibility, may encourage the 154 

keeper to report suspicion of disease quickly.  155 

Self-Categorisation Theory suggests that an individual is more likely to act as a member of a 156 

particular group, the stronger they identify with it (Ellemers et al. 1999). An individual will hold 157 

a number of identities and the strength of a particular identity, influenced by a particular 158 

context or event, is most likely to impact on their behaviour (Terry and Hogg 1996). If an 159 

animal keeper does not associate with a particular identity (for example attle fa e  o  160 

good fa e ) they may not behave in the same way as those who identify strongly with such 161 

groups. For example, an animal keeper may recognise that the welfare of their animals may 162 

have become neglected due to external pressures such as finances or personal health 163 

p o le s a d a  the efo e o lo ge  o side  the sel es to e a good fa e  o  e e  a 164 

fa e  at all and may cease to conform with the social norms of behaviour associated with 165 

that group.    SIT is not without its critics (Rabbie et al 2006). For example, Huddy (2001) finds 166 

that the theory fails to account for existence of identities acquired by choice (as opposed to 167 

automatic membership/identity) or to account for how identities progress from weak to 168 

strong.  Such criticisms are valuable, but SIT, especially when combined with insights from 169 

Social Categorisation Theory, can nevertheless provide a useful lens through which to explore 170 

how farmer identity may influence exotic livestock disease control behaviour. The methods 171 

adopted for the study are outlined in the following section. 172 

Methods 173 
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This paper draws on data collected from 60 face-to-face interviews with animal keepers, 19 174 

interviews with government and private veterinarians and eight focus groups attended by a 175 

total of 60 animal keepers across England and conducted in early 2015. The primary research 176 

was designed to inform the evidence for the Department for Food, Environment and Rural 177 

Affai s  Def a  review of compensation payments for exotic livestock disease in England 178 

(animal health and welfare policy is a devolved issue with Scotland, Wales and Northern 179 

Ireland setting their own agendas). Study participants were selected from across four livestock 180 

sectors (pig, poultry, cattle and sheep) and represented a wide range of systems (e.g. 181 

intensive/extensive, upland/lowland, food/non-food). Of the 60 animal keepers interviewed, 182 

50 were selected from existing databases held by Defra and had past experience of a 183 

suspected or confirmed case of an exotic disease. The remaining animal keepers were 184 

purposefully selected through industry gatekeepers and existing contacts to represent a broad 185 

range of farm types, sizes and systems. The veterinary participants were also selected from 186 

Defra databases identified as having been involved in the reporting or management of past 187 

suspected or confirmed cases of exotic disease.  Eleven of the vets were employed by the 188 

Animal and Plant Health Agency (APHA) and eight were private vets.  189 

The interviews lasted approximately one hour and asked participants to recall in detail their 190 

routine disease management practices. Interviewees who had past exotic disease experience 191 

were asked specifically to recall their actions during the suspected or confirmed outbreak. This 192 

included the point at which they became concerned, who they contacted, the actions that they 193 

undertook and the concerns and emotions that they experienced. A biographical narrative 194 

approach was adopted which encouraged interviewees to speak freely and in detail about 195 

their experiences, recognising the importance of wider social and environmental contexts 196 

which influence how events are experienced and recollected (Rist 1994).   197 
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The sector specific focus groups were held in a range of geographical areas to ensure diversity 198 

in attendees. Two focus groups were held for each sector (pigs, poultry, cattle and sheep). . 199 

Focus groups lasted for approximately three hours and were facilitated by two experienced 200 

social scientists. Attendees were self-selecting and were contacted via industry gatekeepers to 201 

request attendance. All research participants were assured of anonymity and permission was 202 

obtained to record the interviews and focus groups. All recordings were transcribed verbatim. 203 

The interviews and focus group discussions centred on the potential role of compensation in 204 

influencing animal keeper disease management behaviour. However, a key area of discussion 205 

was the routine management practices adopted by animal keepers and the factors influencing 206 

these practices, which forms the focus of this paper. Research participants were then asked to 207 

consider how their disease management routines may differ in two different scenarios. The 208 

scenarios focused on two alternative compensation systems: (1) a system based on penalties 209 

for poor disease management practice; and (2) a system based on bonuses for good disease 210 

management practice. The data were analysed using the qualitative software NVivo, following 211 

a coding framework which was devised based on an initial reading of interview and focus 212 

group transcripts to identity key themes and follow up meetings with all members of the 213 

research team.  Research team members were also asked to review the final coding of the 214 

transcripts in order to ensure validity. The results from the data collection and analysis are 215 

presented below. 216 

Results 217 

The study sought to esta lish a i al keepe s  outi e a i al elfa e a d disease o t ol 218 

practices and to explore how these might change in the event of an exotic disease outbreak. 219 

Ce t al to a i al keepe  espo ses as the o ept of the good fa e . A i al keepe s 220 

regularly described what they considered to be good stockmanship . This differed significantly 221 

across the livestock sectors. 222 
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Defi i g the Good Far er  223 

Intensive keepers, particularly those in the poultry sector, spoke about specific flock health 224 

indicators, including water intake and mortality rates. Such measures were regularly recorded 225 

and considered to be essential in maintaining animal health: 226 

I thi k a e  asi  thi g that e e o e ould do is ou o ito  ou  227 

mortality…e e o e ould do that…You the  ha e ate  o ito i g, so e e  da  ou 228 

ould ead a ate  ete  a d g aph that a d the sa e ith the egg feed  (Poultry 229 

keeper focus group participant, ID31). 230 

The i ds that e u  a e ought ith a p edete i ed set of spe ifi atio s, a KPI 231 

[Key Performance Indicators] to say that on day one it will weigh this, on day two it will 232 

weigh this. So the growth can be graphed a d the food o e sio  a  e g aphed  233 

(Poultry keeper focus group participant, ID33). 234 

In comparison to the specific markers used by poultry keepers to monitor animal health, 235 

keepers running extensive systems, particularly those within the cattle and sheep sectors, 236 

described identifying illness or disease in their stock as an innate skill or instinct and often 237 

found identifying signs of illness difficult to describe:   238 

I ould hope it ould e fai  to sa  that ost de e t sto k e  o  li esto k fa e s 239 

he k thei  sto k e e  da  a d if the  a e t ei g he ked e e  da  the  the  240 

should e…the sig s of good health a e…fo  somebody sat in an office, it might be 241 

diffi ult to u de sta d e ause ou e ot goi g to e the e ith a sheet ti ki g thi gs 242 

off but you very quickly see if an animal is off colour and it s just something that you 243 

k o , ou ha e that a ilit  to do  Cattle keeper focus group participant, ID1). 244 

You al a s k o  he  so ethi g s ot ight, ou k o . They look happy and if not, 245 

ou e got p o le s  Cattle keepe  interviewee, ID28). 246 
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Although at times keepers found it difficult to describe exactly what constitutes good animal 247 

welfare practices, livestock keepers often disti guished the sel es f o  ad  fa e s, ho 248 

the  o side ed to e e o d help . Fo  e a ple, du i g a fo us g oup discussion, cattle 249 

farmers were presented with scenario one, which described a situation whereby the level of 250 

o pe satio  ould e edu ed if the a i al keepe  as fou d to e u de taki g poo  251 

disease a age e t p a ti e  thus ep ese ti g a pe alt . Pa ti ipa ts e e asked whether 252 

such an approach would help improve areas of poor practice. The following responses were 253 

typical: 254 

 P o a l  ot, ot if he s goi g to do poo  p a ti e, it s too late the  (Cattle keeper 255 

focus group participant, ID6).  256 

 He ould t ealise it as poo  p a ti e i  the fi st pla e  (Cattle keeper focus group 257 

participant, ID1).  258 

The e as a  assu ptio  a o g esea h pa ti ipa ts that all p ope  a i al keepe s should 259 

be routinely u de taki g hat the  o side ed to e good p a ti e . When asked to reflect on 260 

scenario two, a compensation system based on bonus payments fo  good disease 261 

management practice , participants considered whether such incentives would have any 262 

influence on exotic disease control practices. According to a commercial duck keeper: 263 

I thi k the e should e a  e pe tatio  that it should e do e p ope l  a a , athe  264 

than paying people extra. There should be an expectation that it should be done 265 

properly and I think that if you are caring about your animals you would be doing it 266 

a a  (Poultry keeper interviewee, ID84). 267 

Although distinctions e e ofte  ade et ee  good  a d ad  p a ti e, o  o e ge e all , 268 

good  a d ad  fa e s, esea h pa ti ipa ts fou d defi i g a good fa e  diffi ult. Fo  269 
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example, during a face-to-face interview, when asked to describe what he meant by the term 270 

good fa e , a sheep keeper gave the following response: 271 

A o e that has got good sto k, p oud of thei  stuff, p oud jo , if e did t take p ide 272 

i  it, e d ha e othi g…the p oud farmers are better farmers  (Sheep kepper 273 

interviewee, ID85). 274 

Separatio  fro  the Other  275 

While all animal keepers involved in the study were prepared to recognise that areas of poor 276 

practice exist across all livestock sectors, pig and poultry keepers more regularly referred to 277 

poo  farmers  as particular sub-sectors of the industry, most regularly referring to hobby 278 

farmers. Cattle and sheep farmers were more defensive. For example: 279 

The e s so ethi g like 5  se ious pig keepe s… ut the e s like ,  people in the 280 

ou t  ho keep pigs…O iousl , i  a  ideal o ld, I d athe  the  did t ut the 281 

o ld is t ideal a d I ha e to a ept that othe  people ha e to e ist i  the o ld. I 282 

think I have the right to expect that those people understand their obligatio s  Pig 283 

keeper interviewee, ID119).  284 

Taki g i to o side atio  the site that as affe ted ith [A ia  I flue za], o  all fou  285 

sides of it were areas of land that they sold off to hobby farmers. They all had chicken 286 

pe s. O e of the  did t e e  ha e a pen they just wandered, so from our point of 287 

ie , that s the iggest isk. It s like ha i g a ti e o  a o gst ou  iose u it . It 288 

does t atte  ho  u h ou o t ol it o  ou  la d, it s ho  ou o t ol it o  289 

eigh ou i g la d  Poult  keepe  interviewee, ID3). 290 

Ho  fa e s, the  ight feed kit he  s aps to thei  pigs. They might actually have 291 

s i e fe e  o  the fa  ut o od  ould e essa il  k o  a out it  Pig keepe  292 

focus group participant, ID53). 293 
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Poultry and pig keepers were more able to dista e the sel es f o  ad farmers  tha  those 294 

in the cattle and sheep sectors, ofte  atego isi g the sel es as se ious  o  o e ial  295 

farmers a d othe s as ho  fa e s, while cattle and sheep keepers were less able to make 296 

a clear distinction. As one poultry keeper pointed out: 297 

Thi k a out othe  ag i ultu al se to s, o od  usuall  has a pet o  a d its e  a e 298 

to have a pet sheep, whereas for the poultry industry, all of a sudden [hobby farming] 299 

is a sig ifi a t featu e  Poult  keepe  interviewee, ID3). 300 

While commercial keepers were keen to distinguish themselves from hobby farmers, hobby 301 

fa e s ho e e i ol ed i  the stud  did ot ake the sa e us  a d the  disti tio . 302 

Additionally, when hobby farmers were asked to outline their routine animal welfare and 303 

disease prevention practices, no obvious areas of poorer practice were encountered. 304 

There appears to be a clearer line between commercial and hobby farmers within the poultry 305 

industry, allowing keepers to identify with a defined sector of the industry. In comparison, for 306 

cattle and sheep farmers in particular, the line is far more blurred. What constitutes a ho  307 

cattle or sheep farmer is less clear. I stead of d a i g a o pa iso  et ee  o e ial  308 

a d ho  fa e s ithi  the cattle and sheep sectors, farmers belonging to these sectors 309 

were more ready to distinguish the sel es f o  deale s  a d t a elle s  who they often 310 

suggested e e poo e  a i al keepe s, o e likely to ignore or hide disease: 311 

The epo ti g as t a problem [during the 2001 FMD out eak]…if ou k o  the e is 312 

an outbreak, okay, reporting is pretty simple. But you get the odd dealer that will try it 313 

on, we all know it happe ed…the  e e a tuall  o i g sheep a ou d i  o de  to get 314 

the disease to get the o pe satio  “heep keepe  interviewee, ID96). 315 

We ha e uite a la ge t a elli g fraternity around where [the disease] was first 316 

diagnosed. They have got livestock and were shipping them out right, left and centre in 317 
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t aile s a d la d o e s… o e of the  have been registered so nobody knows that 318 

the  a tuall  e ist so ou do t k o  if [FMD] could have been hanging around in 319 

so e of that sto k  Cattle fa e  interviewee, ID1). 320 

In addition to identifying and distinguishing between different sub-sectors of the industry, 321 

animal keepers also distanced themselves from disease risk management by apportioning 322 

blame to the government.  This was particularly evident among cattle keepers: 323 

I thi k e ha e a deep dist ust of the go e e t a d a o plete dissatisfa tion and 324 

complete dissolution with anything that the government either throws at us or tries to 325 

ill upo  us  Cattle keepe  focus group participant, ID34). 326 

[E oti  disease] is the go e e t s p o le . The  should so t it out a d e should 327 

be compensated p ope l  Cattle keepe  focus group participant, ID9). 328 

With reference to the 2001 outbreak of FMD: 329 

The go e e t took a lo g ti e i  ot losi g the ou t  do  fo  se e  da s, 330 

that s hat did the da age. The one case would have stayed pretty local if the d 331 

stopped the first case; it took the  se e  da s to lose the ou t  do  Cattle 332 

keeper focus group participant, ID8). 333 

Do t tell e the epo ti g as a p o le . The epo ti g as t a p o le , it as the 334 

government that e e the p o le  “heep keeper interviewee, ID96). 335 

Allocating blame to the government allowed farmers to distance themselves from having 336 

responsibility for controlling the spread of the exotic disease. Further distancing themselves, 337 

cattle keepers emphasised the uncontrollable nature of wind borne diseases such as FMD: 338 

We have no control over it, full stop, there is nothing we can do.  It comes in on the 339 

i d, it a  o e i  ith i ds a d I  af aid e ha e t got a  o t ol, hate e  e 340 
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do; hate e  e a  do e a t o t ol that one  Cattle keepe  focus group 341 

participant, ID2). 342 

While some animal keepers felt there was very little they could do to control exotic disease, 343 

they explained that they would implement particular measures during an exotic disease 344 

outbreak, despite low levels of confidence in the efficacy of implementation: 345 

It s ot goi g to stop a  disease out eaks ut it looks as if ou e doi g the est ou 346 

a  do  Cattle fa e  focus group participant, ID2). 347 

We olted do  a disi fe tant mat and kept that topped up [during the FMD 348 

outbreak] but I think a lot of it is a feel good factor from our point of view because if 349 

you were taken with foot-and-mouth you could have sat there hand on heart to your 350 

pa t e  a d said I did  est …I do t thi k a thi g ade a difference, it just made 351 

us feel ette  at the e d of the da  Cattle fa e  focus group participant, ID1).  352 

This attitude i di ates a ish to po t a  the good fa e  ide tit  to those oth ithi  a d 353 

outside of the livestock industry. While there was some doubt about the efficacy of 354 

implementing biosecurity measures, feelings of responsibility to the industry to e a good 355 

fa e  du i g an exotic disease outbreak were regularly encountered: 356 

The e s a se se of o e ship o e  [disease], a d e e e og ised that if e all u  357 

a ou d i  the iddle of a  out eak a d ake it o se, e o t ha e a  i dust . It 358 

would be very easy to spread, and so we all have a sense of responsibility over that 359 

a d to p ote t hat e e got  Poult  keeper focus group participant, ID31). 360 

If ou k o  the e is disease a ou d, ou  iose u it  i p o es so e hat. Yes, 361 

definitely, you would be more vigilant. Because, you know, hopefully, as an industry, 362 

fa e s ill thi k the e so t of i  it togethe . You e protecting your own livelihood, 363 
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ut at the sa e ti e ou re very aware that hat ou e doi g ould e affe ti g 364 

othe s  “heep keepe  interviewee, ID96). 365 

Conflicting Identities 366 

The o ple ities of the good fa e  ide tit  concept were evident in the various 367 

responsibilities that the animal keepers recognised. In particular, there were conflicts at times 368 

et ee  a a ge of espo si ilities, i ludi g espo si ilit  fo  keepe s  o  li elihoods, 369 

responsibility for the welfare of their livestock and responsibility to other local livestock 370 

keepers. These conflicts were clearly evidenced by the experiences of one commercial pig 371 

keeper whose pigs were culled during the 2000 Swine Fever outbreak, despite being clear of 372 

the disease. The keeper was informed by the then Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 373 

MAFF  that his pigs ould e ulled as the  e e lassed as a da ge ous o ta t  due to the 374 

fa s p o i it  to othe  pig he ds that had o t a ted the disease. I itiall , the pig keeper 375 

refused and requested that the case be taken to Judicial Review. However, the keeper was 376 

informed that movement restrictions would remain on the farm and the local area until the 377 

outcome of the review was known. The keeper recognised that this would delay the recovery 378 

of the local pig industry in his area and allowed the cull to proceed:  379 

[The MAFF ep ese tati e] said, if e e goi g fo  a judi ial e ie ,  the ti e they 380 

tell ou the e goi g to kill the pigs, ou ill ha e to put the slaughte  date a k . I 381 

said, the situatio  is, o e of  ates a e goi g to u de sta d. We all k o  ea h 382 

othe , the e ot goi g to e e  pleased ith e …I did t a t to dela  the 383 

slaughte  e ause ou e deali g ith a o u it  of pig fa e s, ho I k o  ost of 384 

the , a d ou e telli g the , e a e t goi g to get out of this p o le  e ause I  385 

arguing over it  (Pig keeper interviewee, ID122).  386 
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A othe  pig keepe  hose he d as ulled as the  e e o side ed to e a da ge ous 387 

o ta t  also de o st ated the o ple ities su ou di g the good fa e  ide tit  i  elatio  388 

to maintaining animal welfare. In comparison to the case outlined above, this pig keeper 389 

requested that his pigs be culled in order to end their suffering due to poor living conditions 390 

brought about by a long period of movement restrictions during the 2000 Swine Fever 391 

out eak. The keepe s situatio  is de onstrated by the following quote: 392 

B  the ti e e got to the iddle of “epte e …  the  e d ee  held up fo  393 

getting on for eight weeks…I a t stop the old gi ls gi i g i th…I rang the vet and said 394 

ou eed to get i  touch  with [MAFF], you need to persuade them that I am a 395 

dangerous contact …The  e e  fou d [“ i e Fe e ] he e a d I ould ha e ee  396 

disappointed if they had found it because we were really strict about who was allowed 397 

on. It as t a pa ti ula l  eas  de isio ; it s ot a pa ti ula l  i e thi g  (Pig farmer 398 

interviewee, ID119). 399 

The results presented here have demonstrated the wide range of identities with which an 400 

animal keeper may associate and their related practice-based complexities. The potential 401 

implications of these findings are discussed below.  402 

Discussion and conclusion 403 

The results presented in the previous section demonstrate the complexities associated with 404 

the ide tit  of the good fa e  within the context of exotic livestock disease management. 405 

Animal keepers clearly hold a number of individual and collective identities and the wider 406 

context in which they are positioned is likely to have an important influence on which identity 407 

or identities drive their behaviour. The role of social identity and self-categorisation has been 408 

explored previously in terms of how it may shape the identity of an individual and influence 409 

their behaviour. Taifel (1970) suggests, for instance, that an individual defines himself and 410 
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others based on his or her location within a system of social categories. A  i di idual s 411 

identity, and in particular their values, is therefore shaped by comparisons with other 412 

categories of society. 413 

This stud  sought to e plo e the o ept of the good fa e  ithin the context of exotic 414 

livestock disease management. In-depth analysis of the data collected for this study 415 

e phasised the o ple ities asso iated ith u de sta di g e a tl  hat a good fa e  is. I  416 

relation to exotic disease control, a u e  of good fa e  ide tities were noted and 417 

i luded: the Good “to k a  ide tit ; the Good Neighbouring Fa e  ide tit ; a d the 418 

Good Public Facing Fa e  ide tit . Each of these is likely to drive particular exotic disease 419 

management behaviours. Farmers may associate with one or more of the three identities 420 

alongside other personal and collective identities, each of which may become more latent or 421 

salient depending on a particular context. Each of these identities is discussed in more detail 422 

below.   423 

 The Good Sto k a  identity. Firstly, the good sto k a  identity focused on the 424 

health and welfare of the animals to which good stockmanship was central, often 425 

described as innate, tacit knowledge, particularly among cattle and sheep keepers. 426 

Identifying disease and reporting suspicions of disease quickly to prevent the spread of 427 

disease as o side ed to e d i e  p i a il   the good stockman  ide tity; 428 

however, the complexities surrounding this were exemplified by the need to make 429 

difficult decisions, including the culling of large numbers of animals on welfare 430 

grounds. Additionally, where keepers undertaking poor practice could not be allocated 431 

to a sub-group of the sector, research participants were more defensive of their 432 

behaviour, blaming personal, financial and/or health reasons rather than allowing the 433 

poor practice to be associated with the wider identity of the sector. 434 
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 The Good Neigh ouri g Far er  identity. Secondly, the good eigh ou i g fa e  435 

identity was also evident whereby animal keepers involved in this study regularly 436 

voiced feelings of responsibility to local farmers, with whom many were well 437 

acquainted, to prevent disease spread and resume business function as soon as 438 

possi le. The good eigh ou i g fa e  did ot a t to be judged poorly by other 439 

local animal keepers or to cause unnecessary problems, particularly to those with 440 

which the keeper identifies most closely (e.g. other local keepers in the sector).  441 

‘etu i g to Fieldi g et al s (2011) work on social identity, animal keepers are likely to 442 

relate to a number of identities, with certain identities becoming more salient 443 

depending on a particular context. In relation to the pig keeper example outlined in 444 

the results section, where the pig keeper eventually agreed to allow his pigs to be 445 

ulled, the fa e s good a i al elfa e  ide tit  as supe seded  his good 446 

eigh ou i g fa e  identity due to the unusual context in which he was positioned.  447 

 The Good Pu li  Fa i g Far er  identity. Thirdly, moving on from the micro level, 448 

esea h pa ti ipa ts de o st ated the good pu li  fa i g fa e  ide tit , he e  449 

animal keepers felt a responsibility to the wider industry to portray good disease 450 

control practices during exotic disease outbreaks in order to maintain a positive 451 

industry identity, despite voicing doubts about the efficacy of such measures. Research 452 

participants were mainly only concerned about the portrayal of their own sector 453 

rather than of animal keepers more generally, often distinguishing between sectors 454 

and at times criticising the disease management practices of keepers in other livestock 455 

sectors. For example: 456 

If ou sta t at the iose u it  poli , I ould sa  I ould s o e, let s sa  a  457 

eight, agai st a sheep fa e  ho d s o e o e o  t o  Pig keepe  fo us g oup 458 

participant, ID49). 459 
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The sheep people, let s ake o o es a out it, the e u ki g a out ith 460 

these lood  sheep, the e goi g f o  o e e d of the country to the 461 

othe …a d the e all so t of laughi g a out it  Cattle keepe  i te ie ee, 462 

ID81).  463 

Defe di g the Good Far er  Ide tity 464 

The good pu li  fa i g fa e  ide tit  lea l  e e plifies a defensive component which was 465 

evident throughout the data. Research participants regularly made sense of their individual 466 

and communal identities  eje ti g the othe .  Turner (2006) argues that, in their search for 467 

a positive identity, individuals will focus on areas of distinctiveness that positively differentiate 468 

their social grouping from other categories of society. As demonstrated in the the results 469 

section of this paper, animal keepers involved in this study regularly defined themselves as a 470 

pa ti ula  t pe  of a i al keepe  a d ade distinctions between themselves and others. The 471 

ost egula l  e ou te ed disti tio  as ade et ee  o e ial  o  p ope  fa e s 472 

a d ho  fa e s/keepe s. This distinction is clearly value driven and linked to the wider 473 

p odu tio ist good fa i g  logi  dis ussed else he e (see, for example, Burton 2004). This 474 

was referenced most often where the distinction between the groups was clear within the 475 

livestock sector, which is particularly the case for poultry keepers. Where the distinction was 476 

more fuzzy, other categorisations were differentiated, for example, commercial livestock 477 

keepe s efe e ed poo  p a ti e a o g deale s  a d t a elle s  ho the  did ot o side  to 478 

e p ope  fa e s. A i al keepe s also diffe e tiated et ee  fa e s  a d go e e t  479 

who they regularly criticised for poor management of previous exotic disease outbreaks. 480 

Where distinctions between categories of animal keepers were less clear, research participants 481 

si pl  diffe e tiated et ee  hat the  defi ed to e good  o  ad  fa e s. 482 

In order to protect the positive identity of the sector, research participants also regularly 483 

apportioned blame for exotic disease spread elsewhere, most often to government but also to 484 
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the uncontrollable nature of exotic disease. For example, research participants often referred 485 

to the spread of wind-borne pathogens as being completely outside of their control, thus 486 

defending any lack of individual action.  Accounts of bad exotic disease management by 487 

government representatives were regularly encountered, as exemplified by quotes from 488 

research participants reported in the results section, particularly in relation to FMD. 489 

Experience is likely to have an influence on animal keepe s  pe eptio s of the legiti a  of 490 

the go e e t to p o ide suita le guida e i  elatio  to keepe s  ole i  e oti  disease 491 

control. This study found that cattle and sheep keepers were often more negative in relation 492 

to the go e e t s ole a d the relevance of their policies and guidance. This may be related 493 

to the significant exotic disease outbreaks experienced by the sectors in recent memory, in 494 

particular the 2001 and 2007 FMD outbreaks. In both cases, research participants regularly 495 

blamed the go e e t s la k of de isi e a tio  o  poo  egulatio  fo  the sp ead of the exotic 496 

disease and rarely apportioned any responsibility to livestock keepers themselves. In 497 

comparison, livestock keepers from other sectors, particularly poultry were less likely to 498 

portray the government in similarly negative terms. Across all sectors, emphasis was given to 499 

the need for government responsibility for exotic disease control, especially in relation to 500 

controlling borders. This has animal health policy implications in terms of farmer buy-in to a 501 

cost and responsibility sharing compensation system between government and industry for  502 

exotic disease management and warrants further exploration. 503 

Poor relations with government and the apportioning of blame within the livestock disease 504 

management context has been reported by others  (see Hall et al. 2004, Heffernan et al. 2008). 505 

Research participants also criticised the advice provided by government during exotic disease 506 

outbreaks. In relation to Social Categorisation Theory and SIT, Fielding et al (2011) suggest that 507 

relations between the in-group and the out-group may have an important influence on 508 

whether in-group members decide to carry out a particular behaviour being promoted by the 509 

out-group. The salience of messages communicated by those perceived as outside of the group 510 
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is likely to be strongly influenced by the extent to which the situation is considered to be 511 

characterised by an us  a d the  e talit . As Fieldi g et al (2011) state, there is significant 512 

research that suggests that messages coming from outside of the group are less likely to be 513 

trusted and there is likely to be more resistance to criticism from outgroup members. 514 

Additionally, where the greater power or status of the outgroup is perceived by in-group 515 

members to be illegitimate, in-group members may resist or undermine messages 516 

communicated by the outgroup. Fielding et al (2011) suggest that failing to follow guidelines or 517 

recommendations can be one way by which in-group members can register their resistence 518 

against the outgroup. Understanding an indi idual s o  g oup s ide tit  a  the efo e ha e a  519 

important influence on how messages from government or others outside of the group 520 

communicate messages and encourage particular behaviours. For example, messages to 521 

encourage good routine disease surveillance practices and early reporting of disease suspicion 522 

may be framed to appeal to animal keepe s  good sto k a  ide tit . I  o pa iso , 523 

messages to encourage heightened biosecurity practices during an exotic disease outbreak 524 

a  e est f a ed to appeal to a i al keepe s  good pu li  fa i g fa e  ide tit .  525 

This stud  has de o st ated the o ple ities asso iated ith the ide tit  of the good 526 

farmer . Animal keeper practices are likely to be influenced by what they understand to be 527 

thei  i di idual ide tit  as a good fa e  as ell as thei  olle ti e ide tities as perceived by 528 

those within the sector, as well as the perceptions of those outside. Although SIT and Self 529 

Categorisation Theory have provided a useful lens through which to consider the findings from 530 

this study, it is worth noting some limitations. First, SIT often assumes the existence of fixed 531 

groups with clear boundaries; however, this study has shown that group identity occurs on a 532 

continuum and is fluid and context dependent. Farmers may identify more strongly with a 533 

particular group during times of crisis or may similarly distance themselves from a particular 534 

group with which they may otherwise identify. Such shifts are difficult to predict and may 535 

occur quickly. Second, limited research has been undertaken within the context of SIT to 536 
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explore the extent to which particular personality traits may influence the extent to which an 537 

individual may seek to ascribe to particular group identities. This study has shown that feelings 538 

of responsibility may influence identity. Further research would be beneficial here in relation 539 

to what drives certain farmers to have stronger feelings of responsibility than others. Third, 540 

the findings from this study have emphasised the difference between ascribed and acquired 541 

identity. Ascribed identities such as being a beef farmer or a hobby farmer may have little 542 

i flue e o  a fa e s eha iou  o pa ed to a  identity that a farmer acquires, or perhaps 543 

even aspires to, brought about by a certain set of circumstances (e.g. good public facing farmer 544 

identity). These complexities emphasise the difficulties associated with predicting or assigning 545 

group identities.  546 

This stud  has sho  that the good fa e  ide tit  ithi  the o te t of e oti  disease 547 

management is not simply confined to behaviour and values associated with good 548 

stockmanship, as outlined by Te Velde et al (2002), but is instead complex and context specific, 549 

incorporating identities which account for responsibilities to other farmers and the industry 550 

more generally. The findings presented therefore contribute to the further development of the 551 

good fa e  ide tit  concepts and its constituents by outlining the factors that farmers 552 

perceive as threatening their ability to effe ti el  a  out thei  good fa e  ide tit  i  553 

relation to exotic disease management. These include uncontrollable factors such as weather, 554 

as well as the behaviour of others, including the government and specific groups such as hobby 555 

farmers, dealers or travellers. This defensive component is likely to influence the farmer s 556 

perceptions in relation to their own role in disease control and the roles of others.   The farmer 557 

identities outlined by this study are specific to the context of exotic disease control in England. 558 

While some of the findings may be relevant elsewhere, it is likely that other identities may be 559 

more salient in other geographical contexts with different exotic disease histories. For 560 

example, the defensive component which has been identified here may be less discernible in a 561 

country where there has been limited experience of exotic disease and/or where recent 562 
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outbreaks have been brought under control quickly. In order to understand and potentially 563 

influence behaviour, it is important that the range of farmer identities are recognised within 564 

the particular context of interest and used to inform policy approaches to understand and 565 

influence exotic disease management behaviours.  566 

 567 
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